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Coronavirus SARS-CoV-2
(+) ssRNA enveloped cytopathic virus

S protein:

- receptor 

recognition

- viral 

attachment

- viral entry into 

host cell



Nidovirales, Coronavirine family

Low pathogenic High pathogenic

HKU1, 229E,

NL63, OC43

Common cold

diarrhea

SARS-CoV-1  2002

MERS-CoV     2012

SARS-CoV-2  2019

Coronaviruses pathogenic to humans



Modes of transmission

• droplet transmission, direct 
contact

Infectivity – the ability of a virus to 
jump from one person to 
another

• SARS virus has low infectivity
(it requires a large dose to pass on to the 
recipient)

Virulence – the property of the 
virus to cause damage to the 
host’s organs

SARS virus has a high 
virulence

Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome



incubation period 3-10 days

CLINICAL COURSE OF SARS

Infected

person

Fever >380C, malaise, chills

headache
3-7 days

Respiratory symptoms

Slow recovery

after 7 days

90%

Progressive 

worsening on 10-14 days

Death on 17-18 days



Modes of transmission

• droplet transmission, direct 
contact

• MERS virus has low infectivity

but high virulence

Middle East Respiratory Syndrome







Clinical criteria:

• fever >380C & respiratory illness

• radiologic findings (pneumonia, RDS)

• autopsy findings (pneumonia, RDS)

Epidemiologic criteria:

• travel history (10 days) to SARS/MERS-affected areas

• close contact with known or suspected patients

Laboratory criteria:

• antibodies specific to SARS-CoV/MERS-Cov

• RT-PCR

SARS endemic areas in Asia: China, Taiwan, Singapore, Hong Kong, Vietnam

MERS endemic areas: Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Republic of Korea

SARS/MERS case definitions









What are the differences between SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV-1 
and MERS-CoV?

Similarities with other SARS 
viruses:

• the same structure

• all produce RTI

• spread by respiratory 
droplets

• have similar stability in the 
environment

• can lead potentially to 
serious illness

•no seasonality  
 

Differences:

• SARS-CoV-2 is easily transmitted 
within communities = a lot more 
infectious and contagious than other 
Coronaviruses

• infected people shed the virus earlier 
in the course of disease = difficulties 
in the detection of infected people

• some differences in the symptoms of 
COVID-19 and SARS

• Mortality rate of MERS – 34%; SARS –
10%; Cov-2 – 15% (decline)



Mutations in SARS-CoV-2 that make it adapted to 
humans

• Transfer of the virus from animals (bats) 
to humans (zoonotic transmission) – not 
so easy and long process often many 
intermediated animal hosts (e.g., civet cats) 
are necessary

• Why? 

• Lack of the virus-specific receptors in a 
new host – so virus must adapt to a new 
organism (multiple abortive infections of a 
new hosts – but often one effective is enough)



New mutations: B.1.617.2 & B.1.1.529 

General trend in mutations: enhance virus infectivity and immune escape 





Mutations in SARS-CoV-2 that make it adapted to 
humans

BUT

• New research suggests that SARS-CoV-2 had already 
evolved to be able to infect humans prior to the first reported 
case, making the initial transmission from bats to humans an 
easy one

•The researchers found that SARS-CoV-2 did, at one 
point, go through significant genomic changes, but that 
was before it made the jump to humans

• In 2021, French researchers isolated from Laos’ bats three new 
viruses (BANAL-52, BANAL-103, and BANAL-236) that shared more than 95% 
of their genome with SARS-CoV-2

= sequences very close to those of early strains of SARS-CoV-2
existing in nature



COVID-19



hemoptysis

dyspnea

lymphopenia

ARDS



Grand-glass opacity (GGO) in subpleural regions (chest X-ray, CT scan) 

URT symptoms,
diarrhea, acute 

cardiac injury are 
unique for Covid-19

Bilateral GGO, 
fever, dry cough, 

dyspnea are 
shared with SARS

GGO = hazy grey areas that indicate increased density inside the lungs 
= air displacement by fluid, airway collapse, fibrosis, neoplastic process 



SARS-CoV-2 binding to the host cell

ACE2 = angiotensin-converting 

enzyme 2

TMPRSS2 

serine protease 

activates viral 

protein S



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xuc9D4LVJdg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xuc9D4LVJdg


Pathomechanism of SARS-CoV-2 infection

• Spike S protein determines the diversity of coronaviruses and host 
tropism

• SARS-CoV-2 has higher affinity for the ACE2 receptor than SARS-CoV-1

• ACE2 expression is high throughout the body (in lung, heart, ileum, 
kidney and bladder, adipose tissue, thyroid, testis, heart, blood vessels, 
neurons, neuroglia etc.)

• Transmembrane serine protease 2 (TMPRSS2) cleavages S protein to S1 
and S2 subunits – step necessary for fusion 

• Furin-like cleavage site in S viral protein – furin-like proteases are 
ubiquitous in human body and may contribute to the widened cell tropism 
and enhanced transmission of SARS-CoV-2





















NeuroCovid-19





Brain fog in COVID-19

memory loss

confusion
difficulty focusing headache

trouble finding words

fatigue

overwhelming by simple tasks



Asymptomatic
COVID nucleic acid test positive. Without any clinical 

symptoms and signs and the chest imaging is normal

Mild

Symptoms of acute upper respiratory tract infection (fever, 

fatigue, myalgia, cough, sore throat, runny nose, sneezing) or 

digestive symptoms (nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, diarrhea)

Moderate
Pneumonia (frequent fever, cough) with no obvious 

hypoxemia, chest CT with lesions

Severe Pneumonia with hypoxemia (SpO2 < 92%)

Critical

Acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), may have 

shock, encephalopathy, myocardial injury, heart failure, 

coagulation dysfunction and acute kidney injury

Classification of COVID-19 patients



Key variables that can influence the severity of COVID-19

1. Dosage – small number = asymptomatic or mild infection

2. Genetics – receptor protein on the host cells are unique to each person 

3. Infection route – via nose or mouth through aerosolized droplets from 
cough or sneeze vs.  indirect route through contaminated surfaces = 
differ immune responses

4. Virus virulence 

5. Immune status – infection with new foe may thwart rapid immune 
response and allow the virus to do more damage; virus has the 
capability to switch off chemical warnings (IFNɣ)



Why COVID-19 is so severe in some individuals?

• LUNGS DAMAGE  – SARS-CoV-2 kills lung cells and corrupts them too –
cells have been fusing together into malfunctioning syncytia and lungs 
regeneration does not happen

• STICKY BLOOD – blood clotting goes strangely awry in COVID-19 -
doctors are unable to get a line into a patient because it is immediately 
blocked with blood clots (blood-clotting chemicals in the blood are 
"200%, 300%, 400% higher" than normal in some patients)

• UNCONTROLLED INFLAMMATION – the virus can cause runaway 
inflammation in some patients, making the immune system go into 
overdrive, with damaging consequences for the rest of the body

• We are fatter than we should be – COVID-19 is worse in obese –
generous waistline increases the risk of needing intensive care or death  
- this is unusual…..









The study shows that events (crowding) where one person infects 

more than six other people are much more common



Why there is no effective treatment of COVID-19?

Examples only:

• Chloroquine, hydroxychloroquine

• Bevacizumab – recombinant monoclonal antibody against VEGF

• Protease inhibitors (lopinavir/ritonavir)

• Anticoagulants 

• Inhibitors of viral entry 

• Convalescent plasma with antibodies

• Inhibitors of cytokine storm (corticosteroids, sirolimus – prevents 
transplants rejection)

• Many others biologically tested or not approved yet

• Currently – remdesivir, dexamethasone, heparin, baricitinib, tofacitinib, 
tocilizumab, or sarilumab



Therapeutic agents Properties Organization/Company Status

mRNA-1273 mRNA vaccine Moderna and NIAID Phase 2

BNT162 mRNA vaccine BioNTech and Pfizer Phase 1/2

INO-4800 DNA vaccine Inovio Pharmaceuticals Phase 1

AZD1222 Adenovirus vaccine University of Oxford and AstraZeneca Phase 2b/3

Ad5-nCoV Adenovirus vaccine CanSino Biologics Phase 2

Unnamed Inactivated virus
Wuhan Institute of Biological Products and 

Sinopharm
Phase 1/2

Unnamed Inactivated virus
Beijing Institute of Biological Products and 

Sinopharm
Phase 1/2

PiCoVacc
Inactivated virus with 

adjuvant
Sinovac Phase 1/2

Unnamed Inactivated virus
Institute of Medical Biology and Chinese

Academy of Medical Sciences
Phase 1

NVX-CoV2373 Protein subunit Novavax Phase 1/2

Current clinical development of COVID-19 vaccines



Why do vaccines against COVID-19 provide only short-
lived immunity?



Clever virus

Brilliant cheater

it inhibits INFɣ production 
so well you do not even 
know you are ill

It behaves like a „hit and run” killer

The amount of virus in human body begins to 
peak the day before someone begin to get 
sick… But it takes at least a week before 
COVID-19 progress to the overt disease – so, 
the virus spread on the next victims long 
before someone recover or die…..

…the virus doesn't care if you die

So new for humans’ 
organism…

quite a shock to our 
immune system

It does peculiar and unexpected things to the body…



COVID-19 as a zoonotic disease that has already spread 
globally to several millions of humans and probably 
animals, will be practically impossible to eradicate 

We have to learn how to live together with the 
virus and disease



A commonly observed 
phenomenon in infectious 
diseases is that pathogens 

become less virulent as they 
evolve in a human population



Protect yourself from Covid-19 !



Thank you for your attention!

In order to get information on the presented content, 
please send messages to the e-mail address: 

beata.sobieszczanska@umw.edu.pl 

mailto:beata.surname@umw.edu.pl
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